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Abstract
In a rapidly evolving environment, the ability to anticipate and prepare for future skills requirements and knowledge is increasingly critical and challenging for higher education institutions around the world. A crucial question to be asked is regarding the appropriate set of skills and knowledge that should be embedded in the accounting curricula to prepare a future-ready accountant. Thus, this study examines knowledge and skills required by the accounting graduates at the time of entry to the profession. The questionnaire is used to solicit accounting graduates and students’ viewpoint on the perceived knowledge and skills required by them at the time of entry to the profession. Descriptive statistic is employed to explain the finding of the study. Findings show that audit and investigation is perceived as the most important technical/knowledge competencies, whilst information technology is rated high in terms of professional skills. In regards to values, ethics and attitudes, trust and integrity are considered as the most important elements in the accounting profession. The outcome of this study serves as an important input for current and future accounting education, particularly to the accounting degree program in Malaysia.
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Introduction
The Fourth Industrial Revolution (4IR) or Internet of Things has the potential to transform jobs, tasks and skills required within industries over the coming years (White Paper, 2018). It is defined as;

‘... a new era that builds and extends the impact of digitisation in new and unanticipated ways... and can be described as the advent of “cyber-physical systems” involving entirely new capabilities and connectivity for people and machines.’

(Davis, 2016)
This suggests that the advancement in information technology and increased connectivity of social media networks will integrate businesses, facilities and machines across the value chain to share data in real time through cyber physical systems (CPS). This CPS will not only demand new capabilities and connectivity between people and machines but also transform the production, management and governance systems. This transformation is claimed to slowly replace human tasks and jobs which, subsequently changed on how employers or organisations look for the ‘right talent’. Since the accounting tasks are grounded in data, knowledge and ability to capture, process, store, analyse, visualise and share data, necessary IT knowledge and social skills becomes crucial. Accountants need to embrace and adapt these technologies to stay relevant (Powell, 2017) as ‘business as usual’ is no longer possible for the accounting profession.

In this context, the accounting profession demand that accounting degree programs should integrate current and emerging accounting and business information technologies throughout the academic curricula in order to prepare accounting graduate for future workplace. There is a need to revisit the accounting curricula to address issues related to the course content, in order to meet the growing demands of the profession and the industry (Kiger, 2004; Norailis and Rozaini, 2015). The university should play significant roles in providing graduates with a comprehensive range of skills and should work closely with the accounting profession to bridge the expectation gap.

In such a rapidly evolving environment, the ability to anticipate and prepare for future skills requirements and knowledge is increasingly critical and challenging for higher education institutions around the world. Thus, to capitalise on aspects of 4IR, the higher education institutions must embrace the pressure in ensuring the curricula offered is relevant to their graduates who may need to grapple with 4IR developments. In this context, higher education institutions must prepare students not only with the required knowledge and skills, but also with the aptitude to apply those skills throughout life (Heang et al., 2019). Surrounding by myriad technologies, an imperative question to be asked is regarding the appropriate set of skills and knowledge that should be embedded in the accounting curricula to prepare a future-ready accountant.

While a number of studies have emphasized on the role and requirements of professional bodies (ACCA Report, 2016), or the insights from employers and practitioners about the skills and knowledge required by the accounting graduates at the time of entry to the profession (Zuriadah et al., 2010), there are few studies that seek insights from the accounting students about their perceptions on this subject matter (Kavanagh and Drennan, 2008). A number of studies in higher education institutions in Malaysia have also suggested that accounting program is unable to meet the growing demands of the accounting profession (Azizi, 2001). Thus, this study aims to shed some valuable insights on the perceived knowledge and skills required by the accounting graduates at the time of entry to the profession from the accounting graduates viewpoints.

**Literature Review**

Accounting education has been extensively critiqued for failing to address the skills needed by the market and profession (Albrecht and Sack, 2000; Albrecht and Sack, 2001). In addition to conventional teaching method which often based on knowledge transmission and heavy
reliance on textbooks, scholars claim that the content of accounting education is narrowly focused on the technicalities of double-entry system and over emphasized on memorization of accounting procedures (Palm and Bisman, 2010). The emphasised on such technical-oriented knowledge is criticized for producing accounting graduates who are knowledgeable but lacking in terms of non-technical skills (Hill and Milner, 2006).

In addition, few studies suggest that the educational model has failed to respond to the ever-increasing expectations of students entering the accounting profession (Kutluk et al., 2012). Some of the issues addressed in the literature are the lack of ICT knowledge and skills embedded in the accounting curricula, including the use of software (Ku Maisurah and Abrar, 2012). This has subsequently led to a gap between perceived knowledge and skills of accounting graduates with the industry or employer’s expectations.

The higher education institutions are responsible in the initial professional development through the delivery of its accounting program, which has subsequently shaped the future of accountants. In response, the higher education institutions continuously review its accounting curricula and teaching methods to cope with the increased demand in the profession in order to enhance the employability of their accounting graduates (Jabbary and Madhoshi, 2014). The availability of educational technology and software can assist academicians in their teaching and learning activities (Erlane and Kamaruzzaman, 2019; Schuster et al., 2015) and provides opportunities to disseminate knowledge and engage with the students more effectively.

Nevertheless, Erlane and Kamaruzzaman (2019) highlights that the teaching and learning activities process can be more effective if the higher education institutions are able to bridge the expectation gaps, particularly in the era of 4IR. Thus, the profession and the industry should play subsequent role in providing continuing professional development for these accounting graduates through training and sponsoring of professional programs (O’Connell et al., 2015). The increase demand from the profession and the advancement of technology have led to the expectations that accounting graduates should demonstrate additional competencies at the time of entry to the profession. Albrecht and Sack (2000: 55) highlight the importance of skill development of accounting students throughout their study at the higher education institutions and further emphasize that: “Students forget what they memorise. Content knowledge becomes dated and is often not transferable across different types of jobs. On the other hand critical skills rarely become obsolete and are usually transferable across assignments and careers”.

The ACCA Report (2016) identifies technical and interpersonal skills and competencies required in several areas of accounting profession, including corporate reporting, taxation and the emerging ethical challenges. Some of the skills highlighted are critical thinking, problem solving, judgement, negotiation, cognitive flexibility and knowledge production. On the other hand, the International Education Standards (IES) Framework outlines five professional competence: (1) Technical Competence; (2) Professional Skills; (3) Professional Values, Ethics and Attitudes; (4) Practical Experience; and (5) Assessment of Professional Competence.
• **Technical Competence**

Technical competence refers to professional knowledge, technical knowledge or technical accounting tasks (Guthrie, et al., 2014). It refers to the competencies that accounting students should develop throughout their study at the higher education institutions. Accounting students should be equipped with knowledge of concepts, standards, principles, facts, and procedures that enable them to be a competent professional accountant to meet an increasingly complex and changing environment. The IAESB has listed eleven (11) competency areas that need to be achieved at the end of the expected learning outcomes: Financial Accounting and Reporting, Management Accounting, Finance and Financial Management, Taxation, Audit and Assurance, Governance, Risk Management and Internal Control, Business Laws and Regulations, Information Technology, Business and Organizational Environment, Economics and Business Strategy and Management.

• **Professional Skills**

Generic skills refer to professional skills, transferable skills, soft skill or non-technical skills (Hall et al., 2013). These include interpersonal skills (communication, negotiation and teamwork), intellectual skills/appreciative skills (critical thinking), analytic skills (problem solving) and information and technology skills. In a rapidly changing landscape, scholars argue that accounting graduates should be well-equipped with these generic skills (Kavanagh and Drenan, 2008). This is in line with Pincus et al (2017) that highlight the need for changing skillsets which enable accounting graduates to organize, adapt, generate new skills and strategically apply their specific skills in new situations and circumstances especially in this rapidly changing industrial era.

• **Professional Values, Ethics and Attitudes**

Learning and development of professional values, ethics, and attitudes are always relevant due to change in the business landscape and increase exposure to a wide range of ethical issues (IAESB, 2015). The financial scandals and corporate malpractices have increased public concern regarding the ethical issues. This has led to the suggestion to enrich accounting curricula with the ethical subject to increase awareness about the ethical issues and moral obligations and subsequently, to restore the credibility of the accounting profession (McPhail, 2001). Lange et al (2006) contend that classroom exposure to ethical issues will increase students’ ability to deal with the ethical dilemmas.

The IES specifies the five fundamental principles which include integrity, objectivity, professional competence and due care, confidentiality and professional behaviour. Besides, the IFAC provides a framework of professional values, ethics, and attitudes for aspiring professional accountants to exercise professional judgment and professional scepticism.

• **Practical Experience**

Adequate practical experience is needed to prepare accounting graduates for a real life working experience, which they unable to experience within the confines of the classroom (Warinda, 2013). D’Abate et al (2009) argue that the classroom environment unable to provide students with the complexities, problem analysis and solving involved in the real world. According to the IAESB, practical experience provides accounting students with an opportunity to develop their competencies and skills by understanding their working
environment and to develop responsibility and relationship under appropriate levels of supervision.

- **Assessment of Professional Competence**
  According to IAESB, assessment is the measurement of professional competence developed through learning and development. It is a lifelong learning to develop and maintain professional competence and thus, professional accountant need to continue learning through Continuing Professional Development (CPD) program throughout their career. Changes in the working environment, career progress in or new roles may require professional accountant to increase their level of professional competence and acquire new set of competencies.

**Methodology**
Data of this study is collected using a questionnaire involving 42 accounting students from UPSI. The questionnaire is sent to these group of respondents through email. The questionnaire is developed based on a review of literature and various documents including accounting degree program offered by the Faculty of Management and Economics, UPSI and ‘Hala Tuju 3 Program Perakaunan’ (Accounting Program Direction Report for Malaysian higher education institutions). A reference also made to the Accounting Education Standards Board (IAESB) framework. In regards to the IES proposition, this study focuses on technical competence, professional skills and professional values, ethics and attitudes as these skills are gained whilst the students are still studying at the higher education institutions. Table 1 below shows the structure of the questionnaire.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Section</th>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Total Item</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Demographic Profile</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Technical Competence</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Professional Skills</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Values, Ethics and Attitudes</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E*</td>
<td>Outcome and Professional Viewpoint</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*For the purpose of this paper, Section E (open-ended questions) is not discussed.

**Discussion**

- **Knowledge and Skill Requirements of Accounting Graduates at the Time of Entry to the Profession**

  The accounting graduates are asked to ranked their opinion about the required knowledge and skills needed at the point of entry to the profession. Table 2 shows that the graduates rated Audit and Investigation as the most important competencies needed, followed by Financial Management, Corporate Finance and Management Accounting. This finding revealed that auditing knowledge is compulsory as they need to be able to differentiate different types of audit and sources for audit evidences in order to come out with an effective audit work and report. Besides, the high rated items suggests that the accounting program in UPSI provides them with relevant knowledge needed at the time of entry to the profession.
Table 2: Technical Competence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Subject of items</th>
<th>Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Financial Accounting and Reporting</td>
<td>3.74</td>
<td>0.812</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Audit and Investigation</td>
<td>3.90</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Financial Management and Corporate Finance</td>
<td>3.89</td>
<td>0.821</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Taxation</td>
<td>3.78</td>
<td>0.856</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Management Accounting</td>
<td>3.87</td>
<td>0.714</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In terms of professional skills, Table 3 shows that the accounting graduates rated information technology as the most important skill, followed by teamwork and problem solving. The high value of mean scored by each of the items in this category emphasized that all the six sets of professional skills studied in this research are equally important to equip accounting graduates with appropriate professional competency to meet challenges in an increasingly complex and changing business environment. In general, it can be inferred that these graduates are equipped with relevant professional skills whilst studying in UPSI. Mohamed and Lashine (2003) suggest that basic computer knowledge and other technological skills such as spreadsheet software, presentation and data base software, e-commerce, information systems planning and strategy and graphics software are required.

Table 3: Professional Skills

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Skills of items</th>
<th>Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Teamwork</td>
<td>4.29</td>
<td>0.752</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Negotiation</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>0.744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Critical Thinking</td>
<td>4.23</td>
<td>0.745</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Problem Solving</td>
<td>4.28</td>
<td>0.706</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>4.14</td>
<td>0.770</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.705</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The study further analyses the accounting graduate viewpoint with regards to Value, Ethics and Attitudes. Table 4 shows that the contents and delivery means of the subjects taken during their study in UPSI helps them to develop appropriate values, ethics and attitudes.

Table 4: Value, Ethics and Attitudes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Items Scale</th>
<th>Mean (M)</th>
<th>Standard Deviation (SD)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I have the ability to be independent and take immediate action without waiting for instructions.</td>
<td>4.12</td>
<td>0.739</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I emphasize thoroughness in completing each assignment.</td>
<td>4.17</td>
<td>0.730</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I am able to sort the tasks by priority.</td>
<td>4.31</td>
<td>0.749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>I believe duty is a trust that must be fulfilled.</td>
<td>4.44</td>
<td>0.670</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I always practice behaviors that can serve as an example by colleagues.</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>0.701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I prepared quality work in a timely manner.</td>
<td>4.36</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Conclusion
The 4IR presents considerable challenges for nations worldwide, especially for higher education institutions who are preparing students for the jobs, of which some are seems to be diminished and some may be non-existent at present. Although adaptability becomes societal concern associated with 4IR, an imperative question to be asked regarding the mindset and willingness towards lifelong learning among students. This study provides valuable insights that can assist the Accounting and Finance Department, UPSI to constantly review and revise the structure of accounting programs to meet the industry demands. This is important to ensure appropriate set of skills and knowledge are embedded in the accounting curricula to prepare a future-ready accountant. As a number one education university, UPSI must exploit the potential opportunities that may arise from the development of 4IR with much responsibility and wisdom and creates an enabling environment for learners and academics to exploit opportunities offer by 4IR.

Nevertheless, this requires a national commitment to transform accounting education. All related parties have to play their roles and responsibilities in bridging the gaps between theoretical basis and practicality. Future research may look into the awareness of accounting educators on 4IR and how the delivery of accounting education will be transformed. This is particularly relevance with the abundance of digital platforms and the burgeoning interests towards online learning due to Covid-19 pandemic.
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